SOCI 424: Networks & Social Structures
Nov. 14
1. Relational theory
2. Live example
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Relational theory
Social structures as contrasts
Substantialist approach

(dominant in social sciences)
⦙ People are defined by their
individual resources,
preferences, and
characteristics
⦙ Substance of an individual
is independent of context

Relational approach

⦙ People are defined in
contrast to one another
⦙ Individual characteristics
meaningful only in how
they diﬀerentiate people
⦙ Cannot understand a
person outside of their
social and cultural context
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Relational theory

Fields
Culture and structure create each other
⦙ Peoples’ tastes depend largely on, e.g. their
socioeconomic class

⦙ Class boundaries are realized through cultural
and normative orientations

Fields as substrate

⦙ Field theory provides one way to reconcile this
duality
⦙ Metaphor from physics (electric field,
magnetic field, etc)

Fields contextualize class and culture

⦙ Relate people to people, people to tastes, and
tastes to tastes

Social structure is inextricable from
class, culture, norms, etc.
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Bourdieu’s fields

Figures 11 and 12 from
Bourdieu, P. Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste.
Harvard University Press, 1984.
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Bourdieu’s fields
Forms of capital

⦙ Mapped according to capital
composition and capital volume

Capital volume(+)
antique shops
golf
higher
education
cocktails
piano
opera
Renoir bridge
Dufy
bridge
cruises books on art
Professions
Warhol Boulez Higher-ed. Le Monde chess
whisky
hi-fi
Tel Quel
teachers
foreign languages
Private-sector tennis
flea market
Left-bank galleries
Temps modernes
second home
executives
boat
Chinese
restaurant
Artistic producers
water-skiing
political or philosophical essays
Engineers
boulevard theatre
mountains
Bach
movie camera
Kandinsky
Secondary
Public-sector
credit card
spas
Brecht
teachers
executives
light grills Scrabble sailing Watteau
Ducchamp
camping
swimmin
Vivaldi air travel
Braque
cycling holidays country
Utrillo
salad
Romanesque Chches
France-culture
champagne
Renault 16
mineral water
Cultural capital (+)
Economic capital (+)
Economic capital (–)

evening classes
monuments
library

Ravel

Primary teachers

Technicians
Johnny Hallyday

folk danging
Junior administrative
executives
Buffet

circus
sparkling white
wine

Office workers

sewing

do-it-yourself

Commercial employees
Foreman

car maintenance
cooking
public dances

Craftsmen

⦙ Mathematical/statistical
method to turn information
collected from people into a
relational, spatial representation

yoga

Small shopkeepers

Correspondence analysis

Cultural capital (–)

Social and
medical services

Bizet
Tchaikovsky
psychology
Alain Dclon
L’Auto-Journal
ecology
Cultural
jeans
Art craftsmen and dealers
intermediaries ecology
photography
Rhapsody in Blue Beatles
ceramics Jacques Brel
Junior commercial
picnics
executives, secretaries
Sheila
Utrillo
light opera
surfing

Commercial employees

⦙ People and their tastes are
embedded in a field

J o h n W. M o h r

Industrialists

⦙ Bourdieu viewed fields and
relations in terms of economic
and cultural capital
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Semi-skilled

bicycle
beer

football

fishing

rugby
bacon

Skilled workers

bread

pasta

Unskilled

Farmers
Capital volume(–)
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Bourdieu’s fields
Correspondence analysis
Tastes as signs

⦙ Social structures, cultural and
economic consumption, etc are
embedded in a field
⦙ Surveys on taste can reveal
relational structure

Dimension reduction

⦙ (Multiple) correspondence
analysis is a way of reducing
high-dimensional data to twodimensions
⦙ E.g. the data on the right is 5
dimensional
⦙ Reduced representation tries to
keep similar people close to
each other
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Bourdieu’s fields
Correspondence analysis: an example
To illustrate correspondence analysis,
please take this (short) survey:

https://kutt.it/tastesonline
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